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Introduction
The evaporation and condensation in the mixture liquid films are important in many processes such as desalination, distillation of a volatile component from a mixture with in volatiles, evaporative cooling for waste heat disposal, in refrigeration and in air-conditioning equipment. The numerical study of the evaporation of liquid film has been extensively investigated [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The case of experimental investigation of liquid film has also received considerable attention in many studies [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Khalal et al. [1] reported a numerical study of the heat and mass transfer during evaporation of a turbulent binary liquid film. They showed that the heat transferred through the latent mode is more pronounced when the concentration of volatile components is higher in the liquid mixture. Yang [2] investigated the condensation characteristics by natural convection inside a vertical tube. Film condensation of vapour flowing in a vertical tube and between parallel plates was recently treated numerically by Panday [3] . Turbulence in the vapour and in the condensate film was taken into account. The heat-flow rate for the condensation of R123 and the mean heat transfer coefficients for the condensation of vapour mixture R123/R134a were presented. Oubella et al. [4] numerically studied the heat and mass transfer with film evaporation in a vertical channel. They showed that the influence of the latent Nusselt numbers on the cooling of induced flows by evaporation depend largely on the inlet temperature and Reynolds number. They displayed that the better mass transfer rates related with film evaporation are found for a system with low mass diffusion coefficient. Han et al. [5] reveals the effect of liquid film evaporation on flow boiling heat transfer in a micro-tube. They investigated the relationship between liquid film thickness and heat transfer coefficient. Agrawal et al. [6] studied the heat transfer augmentation by coiled wire inserts during forced convection condensation of R22 inside horizontal wetted tubes. The use of helically coiled wires was found to increase the condensing heat transfer coefficients by as much as 100% above the plain tube values on a nominal area basis. Yan and Lin [7] examined the evaporation and condensation by natural convection along the wetted walls in vertical annuli. In this study, the walls are wetted by an extremely thin liquid film. They examined the effects of the wetted wall temperature, inlet relative humidity and radii ratio on coupled heat and mass transfers. Panday [3] numerically treated the film condensation of vapour flowing in a vertical tube and between parallel plates. They take into account the turbulence in the vapour and in the condensate film. They presented the heat-flow rate for the condensation of R123 and the mean heat transfer coefficients for the condensation of vapour mixture R123/R134a. Minkowycz and Sparrow [8] presented a theoretical investigation of laminar falling film with condensation by natural convection on an isothermal vertical plate. Results were obtained for a wide range of governing parameters (ambient pressure, concentration, and temperature). They showed, in particular, that the influence of non-condensable gas is important at lower pressure levels. Min and Tang [9] reported a theoretical analysis of water film evaporation characteristics on an adiabatic solid wall. They showed that when the water evaporation starts, the water surface temperature drops instantly, as time goes on, the water surface temperature declines continuously until it reaches the air wet-bulb temperature. Nasr et al. [10] numerically investigated the evaporation of binary liquid film flowing on a vertical channel by mixed convection. They showed that it is possible to increase the accumulated evaporation rate of water and of the liquid mixture when the inlet liquid concentration of ethylene glycol is less than 40%. This result has been explained by the fact that an increase of the inlet liquid concentration of ethylene glycol. Agrawal et al. [11] presented a study of the heat transfer augmentation by coiled wire inserts during forced convection condensation of R22 inside horizontal wetted tubes. Siow et al. [12] presented a numerical study for the fully coupled solution of a two-phase model for laminar film condensation of vapour-gas mixtures in horizontal channels. The effects of four independent parameters gas concentration, Reynolds numbers, pressure and the inlet-to-wall temperature difference on the film thickness and on the heat and mass transfers were analysed. Debissi et al. [13] reported a numerical study of the evaporation of binary liquid film. As concluded by the authors, that from a definite distance and from a certain value of the inlet liquid mass fraction of ethylene glycol, it is possible to evaporate in the same conditions more water than if the film at the entry was pure water only. They showed that the existence and the value of the inversion distance essentially depend on the value of the heat flux density. In paper of Cherif and Daif [14] , the evaporation by mixed convection of binary liquid film streaming on the internal face of one of the two parallel plates has been numerically analysed. The wetted plate undergoes a constant uniform heat flux while the other is adiabatic. They showed the film thickness importance and mixture composition in the mass and thermal transfers. For the ethanol-water liquid mixture, the results seem to be foreseeable while it is different for the second mixture (ethylene glycol-water). They showed, for example, that for a particular ethylene glycol-water mixture concentration at the canal entry, it is possible to evaporate in the same conditions more water than if the film at the entry was pure water only. Agunaoun et al. [15] reported a numerical analysis of the heat and mass transfer in a binary liquid film flowing on an inclined plate. The most interesting results are obtained in mixed convection, particularly in the case of ethylene glycol-water mixture. In fact, they show the possibility to increase the cumulated evaporation rate of water when the inlet liquid concentration of ethylene-glycol is less than 40%. Nasr et al. [16] numerically examined the evaporation and condensation of a binary liquid film on a vertical plate. They presented the effect of the inlet parameters on the ethylene glycol evaporation and water condensation. Huang et al. [17] studied the falling film evaporation in large scale rectangular channel experimentally. They analysed the effects of air flow rate, film temperature and film flow rate on falling film evaporation. They show that the increase of the air-flow rate enhance the evaporation rate. Narayanan et al. [18] presented a computational analysis by comparison the numerical and experimental study of heat and mass transfer during evaporation of thin liquid films confined by nanoporous membranes subjected to air jet impingement. Gonda et al. [19] presented an experimental results on the study of falling water film evaporation on a single vertical corrugated plate are presented and compared to various correlations found in the literature. They showed that when the surface is invaded by the film, decreasing film flow-rate provides higher ratio of wetted surface compared to increasing film flow rate. They presented a new correlation to predict the evaporative heat transfer by falling film. Monnier el al. [20] experimentally investigated the evaporation of a falling liquid film in vertical micro-channels. The results show that, it is possible to optimize the geometry of the apparatus in order to intensify the heat transfer during evaporation of a falling liquid film in vertical channel.
The previous review reveals that the evaporation and condensation under mixed convection of a binary liquid film flowing along one of channel vertical plates, despite their practical importance, have not been studied. The objective of this work is to study the heat and mass transfers during ethylene glycol evaporation and water vapour condensation in the presence of a binary liquid film. Particular attention was paid to the effect of inlet conditions of the two phases on the evaporation and condensation rates.
Numerical model
The present work deals with a numerical analysis of evaporation of binary liquid film by mixed convection flowing along one of the channel vertical plates, fig. 1 . The studied channel is made up of two vertical and parallel plates. The first plate is externally insulated and wetted by a binary liquid film (water-ethylene glycol) while the second one (y = d) is dry and isothermal. The binary liquid film flowing down with an inlet temperature, T 0L , and an inlet mass-flow rate, ṁ L0 . The air enters the channel with a temperature, T 0 , a water and ethylene-glycol vapour concentrations, c 01 and c 02 , and velocity, u 0 .
Assumptions
-Vapour mixture is ideal gas.
-The boundary-layer approximations are valuable. -Dufour and Soret effects are negligible.
-Viscous dissipation and radiative heat transfer and pressure work terms are negligible.
-Liquid mixture is ideal.
-Flows and transfers in the two-phases are steady, laminar and 2-D. -The effect of the superficial tension is negligible. The gas-liquid interface is in thermodynamic equilibrium.
Governing equations
In order to fix the position of the liquid-gas interface, we introduce the following transformations: -in the gaseous phase:
Adopting these transformations, the equations governing the flow and heat and mass transfers in the liquid and in the gas phases are:
-For the liquid phase
The liquid mixture has two components: the water and the ammonia.
The x-momentum equation
Energy equation
where D L is the mass diffusivity of species i.
Species diffusion equations
The overall mass balance described by the following equation should be satisfied at every axial location:
-For the gaseous phase
The gas mixture has three components: dry air, water vapour and ammonia vapour.
Continuity equation
where D g,im and D g,am are, respectively, the mass diffusivity of the vapour i and dry air.
,im 2
Boundary conditions
For inlet conditions (at ξ = 0):
For dry plate (at η = 1):
For wet plate (at η
where c Li is the mass fraction of species i in the liquid film mixture. For gas-liquid interface (at η = 0 and η L = 1):
The continuities of the velocities and temperatures give:
The heat balance at the interface implies [10, [13] [14] [15] [16] : 
According to Dalton's law, and by assuming the interface to be at thermodynamic equilibrium, and the air-vapour mixture is an ideal gas mixture, the concentration of species i vapour can be evaluated by [10, [13] [14] [15] [16] 
where p * vs,1 is the partial pressure of species i at the gas-liquid interface [10, [13] [14] [15] [16] , p 
The continuities of shear stress and local evaporated mass flux of species i [10, [13] [14] [15] [16] give:
,im
In order to evaluate the importance of the different processes of energy transfer, the following quantities are used: -The cumulated evaporation/condensation rate of species i at the interface is given:
-The cumulated evaporation/condensation rate of mixture at the interface is given:
Solution method
The equations in the liquid and in the gaseous phases, eqs. (1)- (10) and their boundary conditions given by eqs. (11)- (19) are numerically solved using an implicit finite difference method. The flow area is divided into a regular mesh placed in axial and transverse direction in the liquid and gas regions and a 51 × (51+31) grid is retained in present computations. The axial convection terms were approximated by the upstream difference and the transverse convection and diffusion terms by the central difference. To ensure that results were grid independent, the solution was obtained for different grid sizes for typical case program test. Table 1 shows that the differences in the total evaporating rate obtained using 51 × (51+31) and 151 × (51+51) grids are always less than 1%. *I -the total grid points in the axial direction, J -the total grid points in the transverse direction in the gaseous phase, K -the total grid points in the transverse direction in the liquid phase.
Results and discussion
All the results of this study have been obtained for the case of T 0 = 293.15 K, T w = 293.15 K, u 0 = 0.8 m/s, the geometrical ratio is d/H = 0.015 and the imposed wall heat flux is q 1 = 0. Figure 2 shows that the temperature increases along the channel. It indicates that gas mixture condensates on the interface liquid-gas. Figure 3 illustrates the axial development of the concentrations profiles of water and ethylene glycol vapour. Figure 3(a) shows that the water vapour concentration increases along the channel sections. This result has been explained by the fact that the condensation process of water vapour takes place. The general form of these curves suggests, following the Fick's law, that diffusion of the water vapour mass to the wetted plate takes place. This figure also shows that the water vapour concentration decrease if we move downstream of the channel. But in fig. 3(b) , we can note that the ethylene-glycol vapour concentration increases along the channel sections. It indicates that the ethylene glycol evaporation takes place. Figure 4 illustrates the evolution the phase change process (evaporation or condensation) of species i and of mixture along the channel. Figure 4 shows that we treat the problem of the vapour water condensation and the ethylene glycol evaporation. It is important to mention that the total mixture tend to condense. This result has been justified by the fact that the total cumulated condensation rate of water vapour is more important to the total cumulated evaporation rate of ethylene glycol and consequently the total mixture has a tendency to condense. Figures 5-8 illustrate the influence of the inlet liquid mass-flow, ṁ 0L , on the heat and mass transfer during water vapour condensation and ethylene glycol evaporation. It is shown from fig. 5 that an increase of the inlet liquid mass-flow advantages the cooling of the mixture especially near the liquid region. Consequently, a more quantity of the water vapour is condensed and the vapour concentration in the gas mixture decreases, fig. 6 (a). It is also observed that increasing the inlet liquid mass-flow increases the gradient concentration of water vapour and consequently enhances the water vapour condensation, fig. 7 that an increase of the inlet liquid mass-flow induces a decrease of the gradient concentration of ethylene glycol vapour and consequently disadvantages the ethylene glycol evaporation, fig. 7(a) . It can be said from fig. (8) that an increase of the inlet liquid temperature causes an increase of the temperature at the channel exit. Figure 9 presents the influence of the inlet liquid temperature on the concentrations of water and of ethylene glycol vapour at the channel exit. Figure 9 (a) shows that the water vapour concentration c 01 increases along the channel when we increase the inlet liquid temperature. This result has been attributed to the fact that an increase of the inlet liquid temperature induces an increase of the temperature, fig. (8) and consequently an increase of the water vapour concentration along the channel. It can be seen also that the concentration gradient of water vapour decrease when we increase the inlet liquid temperature T 0L causes consequently a decrease of the water vapour condensation, fig. 10 (a). Figure 9 (b) reveals that, near the channel entry, the ethylene glycol vapour concentration is reduced along the channel when we reduce the inlet liquid temperature. It can be also said that the concentration gradient of ethylene glycol vapour increase when we increase the inlet liquid temperature and consequently of the ethylene glycol evaporation increase, fig.  10 (b).
Conclusions
The evaporation and the condensation in the presence of a binary liquid film flowing on a vertical channel by mixed convection have been numerically studied. The binary liquid film (water-ethylene glycol) flows down on one insulated plate of a vertical channel. The second plate is dry and isothermal. The effect of the inlet parameters on the heat and mass transfers has been presented and analysed.
A brief summary of the major results is as follows. y It was found that increasing the amount of film or reducing its inlet temperature benefits the water condensation and inhibits the water evaporation. y It is shown that an increase of the humidity enhances the ethylene glycol evaporation. 
